2in1 Ion LED Photon Therapy Lamp
User Manual
Model:SR-WD084

I Structure
1 Power supply socket
4 Low level

2 ON/OFF button
5 Medium level

3 Intensity of Ion
6 High level

II Main Accessories

main machine & cover

package box

power adapter

III How to use
1 Before use
1.1 Wash hands with soap and warm water. Wash the treatment area thoroughly, and dry
with a clean towel. Be sure to clean a designated surface to place the things you'll need
during the process.

1.2 Connect the Power supply and turn on machine
1.3 Red Photon Therapy
1.3.1

Don’t take off the cover , keep a distance about 15-20cm between the light
treatment and the skin surface

1.3.2

Default working time 20 minutes

1.3.3

Change the treatment area 10 minutes /area one by one unit finish treatment area
needed

1.4 Ion Therapy
1.4.1

Apply a thin layer of water liquid product such as water liquid essence on the
treatment area This step is only necessary for a deep, intense treatment;
therefore it only needs to be done once a week. Wipe off any excess essence
with a paper towel.

1.4.2

Take off the cover ,chose the ion intensity button, adjust the ion level from low to
high depend on different skin condition and feeling until find out the best
comfortable level

1.4.3

Move the device in different directions on the skin, all skills should be sufficient
enough to ensure desired results and stimulate collagen formation in the
skin.(Warm notice,there will be somewhat electric shocking on skin, it is normal)
Refer to the gesture below

1.4.4 Cleansing after treatment is an important step.
Wash the area with cold water, and dry gently with a clean washcloth. Apply a quality mois
turizer or lotion, preferably with vitamins C and E for best results. Please don’t keep the
treatment area in the sunshine directly

IV Recommendation Treatment Process
Led photon therapy one time/week 10-15 minutes/area
Ion Skin lifting

one treatment /5-10 days 15-20 minutes/area

V Forbidden
If occurs the things as follows, please do not use the machine.
1. With heart beat apparatus.
2. Pregnancy.
3. With any metal in the body.
4. Unwell body and who is taking medicament.
5. There are dark sore or acne or wound on the face.
Caution: If any gaingiving or unwell body, guests must consult with the special beautician or
doctor before using the machine to insure security.

VI POST SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE
Post service
We will guarantee the quality of our equipment, normally there is no quality problem.

1. If there is a deficiency, please email or call us on the reasons, it would be best if this can
be dealt with by email or telephone. Because some of the problems are caused by using the
machine in a wrong way.
2. We suggest the client to take photos of the area where the problem occurs, we will pass
them to our technician, and our technician will give a satisfactory answer within 1-7 working
days
3. If the problem comes from the spare part, we could consider in changing the spare part
for our client, which could be sent with his/her next order. If the next order is uncertain, we
could pay freight cost to send the spare parts.
4. If the problem comes from the main device, we could advice our client to post the device
back to our company for repair by ordinary post, or we could re-send a new one to our client.
If the cost of posting the problematic device back to MYCHWAY is more than the value of a
new device, MYCHWAY would take it into consideration, according to the actual status,
apply to re-send a completely new device back to our client.

All in one, we will try our best to serve you and also need your fully cooperation. Thanks.

